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A third framework which míght be utilized focuses on the endogenous and 

exogenous.-cbcH?acter of the right hand side of the equation. In most Latín

American countries foreign transact'ions must be accomplished through the

offices of the central bank. - The domestic bank credit variable G in equa-
* I

tidh (13) can then be thought pf as under virtually total control of the

monetary authorities since the central bank can effectively turn on or off

the flow of foreign funds, change reserve requirements, cut the' discount rate 

on reserves offered to banks or print Kigh 'powered money givirig* the banks 

’an offer they can’t"r¿7úse’ to expand domestic bank credit. Though Panama 

has banking regulations on the books, it is an eponomy without any Instru

ments of monetary po*X¿cy to sel either the total volume of available legal 

reserves or.to effectively alter legal requirements (see Appendix A). In 

Panama, then, all of G is endogenous.Sind’e the banks are not effectively

controlled by monetary authorities, the situation might be better described

as one in which all the banks were located physicall.y outside of the country. S 

The dollar‘circulates as legal local currency interchangeably with bank

deposits so that all locally held money might be described as International

reserves. In the sense that the entire domestic money supply is endogenous, 

the accounting framework to analyze the monetary system can be replaced by (14)

s s(14) M = R" where M is an concept of the money supply, and D = 0.

Again the usefulness of this particular concept arises from the Ineffectiveness 

of Panama’s regulatory control over her monetary system, leaving nothing but I

fiscal policy and debt management to affect the domestic money supply even in

^The domestic bank credit concept used here nets out the funds bankers 
are purchasing with local sav'ings and time deposits to expand credit. , That is, 
defining C = Total Bank Credit - (domestic time and savings deposits).
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the short1 run (see Chapter VI for a short discussion of this tool). De- 

fining a fully endogenous money supply in this manner focuses attention directly 

on those Ítems of the balance of payments which affect the domestic banking 

system, emphasizing the absence'of any exogenous component to the money supply.

_ All three concepts are "correct" in the sense that the accounting line 

drawn when aggregating the assets of' the banking system is arbitrary. In

terms of usefulness for analysis, however, the endogenous character of Panama’s

monetary mechanism seems best presented by prpceeding as i»f the- entire

domestic money supply wer^International reserves. Clearly this does some

•violence to reality since foreigners may not be willing-to accept and hold all 

the liabilities of Panamanian banks in payment for goods and Services pro- 

vided. Indeed payments in checks to foreigners are not likely to be merely 

a transfer of the ownership of the Panamanian bank1s liability from domestic 

to foreign deposit holder as a U.S. dollar bilí changos hands without being

presented for payment to the original issuer. On the other hand the dollar

liabilities o£ Panamanian banks are just like the dollar liabilities of any

European bank in the sense that the holder of the dollar denorainated claim

is worried about the risk attached to the particular bank, not about foreign

exchange rate risk. In this sense in terms of ease of marketability, Panama’s

entire domestic money supply could be treated as internationally liquid since

the entire amount could be traded on New York markets without severe adjustinen

problems.

The end result is that an examination of the determinants of the flow

supply of money is an examination .o f the components of the balance of payments

Measurement of the overall balance, however, is subject to the same arbitrary

accounting procedures. Several alternativos are available in terms of where

to draw the distinction delineating above the lino and below the line Ítems.

d
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All, however, must deal with two'sepárate complications. The one is the

impact on.the balance of payment’s of establishing the regional banking

center, while the second is the treatment of foreign funds financing domestic
* < 

credit expansión. . '

The Balance of Payments of a
Banking Center

The complications of thp banking center raise the possibility that its

healthy expansión might cause balance of payments statistics to irtcorrectly

indicate external imbalanee* if the line is improperly drawn. A country’s 

balance of payments is its statistical record of all transactions taking

place between its residents and t?he test of the world, using the foreign

exchange market as the frame of reference. By conventional measures, an

economy exchanging short term debt to non-residents for'élaims on foreigners

that are long term is said to be in external imbalance.

However, as an International banking center, Panama’s banks are

acting as intermediarles between foreign depositors and foreign borrowers

and the volume of transactions between its residents (including the banks)

and non-residents has grown much larger solely because of the growth in the

foreign operations of the banks., Whether foreign intermediation is conducted

out of the Bahamas branch or the Panamanian branch of an International bank

should make little difference to Panama’s domestic money market. The-balance

of payments measured must be designed so as to remove the influence of the

«
International financial intermediation. A basic balance is inappropriate

since banks expanding International operations seek short term debt (deposits)

in order to acquire long term assets (loans) thus sending the basic balance

into déficit and raising unfoundnd alarm. For similar reasons, a liquidity

balance definition is also inappropriate, since the liquid liabilities flowirig
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into Panama’s banks through the 1)3101106 of payments capital accounts are

not accommodating volatile capital that can be expected to flow out again

soon, but are rather deposits of foreign banks and prívate non-residents

which have exhibited extremely stable behavior over extended periods of

time.- A country with a large group of banks operating across international 

boundaries then should be expected to develop a conventiónally measured

basic balance and liquidity balance déficit which should not be viewed with

alarm. The accounting framework should place.the entire impact of the Inter-

mediation process betweervH-oreign borrowérs and foreign lenders "above the

line."

The second probiem atises tó the extent that bankers channel foreign

funds into the. domestic economy. This net change in the money supply defined \S 

in (5) must be-captured by the balance of payments.

The situation in some ways resembles that of the reserve currency

countries since the Consolidated banking systems’ foreign liabilities are

larger than their foreign assets. However, foreigners have voluntarily ac-.

quired the liabilities of the U.S. and the U.K. because they considered it

useful to maintain working balances to use in foreign trade or in foreign

exchange markets. Some liabilities of Panama’s banks have been acquired with

these motives, however the bulk of the claims of foreigners on Panama have not.

Instead, these dollar liabilities have originally been acquired outside of

the U.S. by foreigners placing their funds in Eurodollar markets which have

then been purchased by Panamanian banks and shifted into Panama. They remain

claims on the U.S. which gives them their desirability. The bulk of’ the funds

in Panama’s banks (over 85 percent in 1974) have been channeled abroad as Loans

to foreigners and these must be -separated from those which have been directed

by bankers into the domestic economy to expand local credit. Perhaps their
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role, for balance of payments purposes, could best be visualized by treating

them as bonds sold to foreigners. For though they are necessarily short

term liabilities,-they have the economic character of funds raised in foreign

markets by bond sales. This net balance should then be lncluded as the

"above the line account." This leaves the money account comprising the total 

of changes in currency in the hands of the public and of deposits in banks.

Table 6 summarizes the ideal balance of payments" for Panama once Tt has be- 

come a banking center."'"
« - * I • *

\

The Supply of Bank Credit

The integration of Panama into the world's capital markets vastly im- 

proved the capacity of T’anamanian' banks to meet the credit "needs" of their 

domestic customers. With access to international dollar flows they were no

longer so tied to the stochastic process provicTirig the é5<ogenous flow of

funds from the domestic economy and through the balance of payments. In an 

important sense, the domestic flow supply of credit became demand determlned

in that the determinants of the flow supply of domestic credit became those

factors influencing the demand for banks loans at the rate of Interest given 

to the economy by world capital markets. The source of funds supplied to 

meet the demand depended on variables influencing domestic savings. The 

simplifying assumption that the entire domestic money supply can be treated / 

as international reserves permits the Identification of the borrowed foreign 

savings with a modified versión of the capital account of the balance of pay- 

ments, generated by a domestic "savings gap." Since local stock rnarkets and

' '''Since debt Service will inelude income received by banks on foreign 
loans, deposits and interest paid to foreign depositors, It will no longer be 
compatible with historical trends and so might be best presented separately 
from the normal current account.*



TABLE 6

SUGGESTED BALANCE OF PAYMENTS FOR POST TRANSITION PANAMA

. '■ * 1 h
__________________

Imports of Goods and Services
+ Debt Service Payments to Foreigners 
(including payments for Service of capital)

Exports of Goods and Services
+ Debt^ Servic^ Payments from Foreigners

= Current Account
í

Balance

+• Securities imported by non-bank 
sector

+ non-bank securities sold to foreigners 
(both public and private sector)

+ increase in reserve holdings 
of banking center against foreign

= Basic Balance

+ foreign deposits in Panamanian commercial 
bank

deposit liabilities (foreign non-bank'and bank)
+ new foreign loans and investments V' •
purchased by banking center

= Balance of Payments for Panama

+ increase in deposits in foreign banks 
acting as reserves of banks against local 
deposits
+ increase in holdings of U.S. currency in

+ reduction in dep’osits of foreign banks 
acting as reserves against local deposits 
+ reduction in holdings of U.S. Currency In 
hands of banks and public

hands of banks and public
= 0

,** *
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non-bank financial intermediarles are virtuaily nonexistent, to a first 

approximation banks comprise ;the entirety of the domestic capital 

market. Abstracting from all self-firiancing activities (from the rebuilt
I >

roof financed by the homeowner's own savings to the expansión of the re- 

finery’s capacity financed by the oil company’s internal funds), a modified 

savings gap can be defined as the difference between the domestic flow

supply of loan opportunities presented to banks (!’), and the domestic flow

supply of financial savings flowing through fi-nancial insfitution^ in

Panama (S') and it is trhiíT'residual that is financed through the capital

account. -

Explaining the Flow Supply of Savings

Though endogenous liabilities acquired from non-residents gave bankers 

a new source of funds to cali upon once the banking center was in place, the 

traditional sources did not disappear. Domestic savings continued to provide

funds to expand domestic banking activity. The expansión of the flow supply 

of bank credit’can be partly accounted. for by changes in the deposit lia

bilities of the banking system. The behavioral ratios of the public during

the transition and post-transition périod are presented in Figure 6 as annual

raoving averages. Again, the most striking change occurs in the time deposit

relation. During this périod, as opposed to the decade of the 1960’s, the

savings account relation and the time deposit relation are moving in opposite

directions. The savings account relation had leveled off after 1967 (see

Figure 2), stabilized, then began to decline more sharply after 1972. The

decline in importance is due in no small part to the intcrest rate ceiling

on small deposits in the face of rising inflation. Large savers (accounts

above $13,999), on the other hand, were able to obtain market rates equal to
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Eurodollar rates on their accounts.. These come closer to compensating them

for the rates of inflation, as can be seen in- Figure 7. In addition, rumors

of impending legislation caused a shif-t in the publlc’s desired portfolio 

composltion away from domestic savings accounts in 1973.^ The time deposit 

ratio continued to rise sharply through 1972, then tapered off.' Much of the 

rapid growth experienced since 1969 resulted from residents bringing back 

funds previously invested abroad, because once tbe ceiling rates on large 

deposits had been lifted, Panamanians were more than willing to repatríate
« ’ t * r . 1-

their savings and take advantage' of.the high rates of interest available 

locally. By the end of 1972, however, the growtfci in time deposits had to 

be obtained by generatin^ new savings, not merely re.turning oíd savings to 

the domestic economy, and so the ratio’s rise slowed. The.important impact

of the law was.not the removal of the time deposit.ceiling but rather the
y vs '■>

much more available supply of foreign funds.

Foreign Savings

The ddvelopment of the banking center made more available to Panama

two additional foreign sources of funds, prívate non-resident deposits and

foreign bank deposits. After the banking center was established, these funds 

could more easlly be channeled into the local economy if banks were willing

to pay the price. For banks that are local branches of head offices, the 

price is the internal marginal cost of funds. Others can obtain access to
/

the Eurodollar market at the London Interbank Eurodollar loan rate (L1BEL

rate). Still others without direct access to the market must pay this rate

, Housing legislation imposed, among others,' rent ceilings and forced 
banks to channel 50 percent of their savings account funds into borne mort- 
gages. Persistent rumors, however, threatened the freeing of all accounts 
and caused the public to shift i'nto demand deposits and cash.
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plus a transaction fee. The direct supply of funds flowing through Panama, 

the flow of !lpLLC-ohasable" foreign; funds through Panama, began in earnest in

1969. As can be seen in Table 7, it was very strong by 1972. However,

it is not the absolute level of foreign funds flowing into the banking

systení, but rather the voluine of. funds flowing Into the local economy that 

affeets the flow supply of bank credit. Not the total level of foreign funds 

in Panama’s banks, but only those diverted into domestic loans aff-ect I' —S' .

The use of foreign funds during the 1970’s in one ‘sense’ mdrely ap- 

plied the lessons of the £lxties to a larger market. Ás the ability to 

market their liabilities to domestic savers induced, bankers to increase their 

loan to deposit ratios "in the 1960’ s', so access to the infernational capital 

markets encouraged local banks to expand their loan portfolios in the 1970's.

At the same time, however, a constraint was eliminated." In the 1960’s, in

creased domestic credit demand was met primarily by banks attracting more

time and saving deposits, that is, by generatlng more domestic savings. Then

the ultímate Constraint was the economy’s stock of internátionally acceptable 

means of payment, since the liabilities purchased were domestic. In the 1970's 

however, so long as the assets acquired with the newly issued liabilities

were acceptable to foreigners clearing checks in Panama, the reserve con

straint was no longer applicable.

For instance, in the early 197O's, Panama's banking system fi-nanced a 

large condominium housing boom. At about the same Lime, Colombia sought, via

government policy, to improve its housing sector. Both countries expended

domestic credit, but Colombia did’so by the action of the central bank expand

ing the monetary base while Panama financed the expansión through its Inter

national capital market connections. When domestic credit expanded sharply, 

Panama suffered no exchange rate probiem even though at least half of the



TABLE 7
\

PURCHASABLE FOREIGN- FUNDS ’ *
1

(in millions of dollars) ' '

1966 1967 1968 1969 \ t 1970 / 1971 1972 1973 1974

Foreign Non-bank Tiñe Deposits
•

19.9 21.8 23.0 60.7 105.0 156.6 236.4 303.9 538.5

Foreign Bank Total Deposits 70.8 59.2 77.2 146.1 »276.1 411.5
•

819.4* 2232-. 8 4628.0

Total 90.7 ■81.0 100.2 206.8 381.1 568.1 1055.8 2536.7 • 5166.5
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loaned funds were spent on imports. Colombia, on the other hand, based

domestic credit^expansion on domestic sources, and ran into exchange rate

problems, forcing it to curtail the monetary expansión as its international 
* >

reserve stock began to contract. Though its banking system had sufficient 

"domestic" bank reserves to clear checks, it could not meet the foreigner's 

demand to clear checks in international reserves. With credit expansión 

based on foreign borrowing, Panama faced no exchange rate implications.

Foreigners acquiring deposit liabilities<of Panama felt they were? acquiring 

dollar claims on an inteiznational bank, which by chance happened to be based 

in Panama. They are thus concerned with the soivency and liquidity of the 

bank, not the country.- 'Though there may be long run fordign indebtedness im- 

plications (see above, p. 9), there are no foreign exchange implications y

provoked by domestic credit expansión financed -by foreign borrowing.

Integration into the world markets did impose a constraint on the 

freedom of action of domestic policy makers. Since Panama is a very srnall 

part of the world dollar system, it, in effect, faces an infinitely elastic. 

supply curve at the world interest rate (symbolized throughout this thesis

by the Eurodollar three month deposit rate). So long as the world rate and 

"country risk" factors are unchanged,the fiow supply of credit is de- 

termined by the supply to banks of credit-worthy opport.unities. The internationa

connection, however, constrains any governmental efforts to forcé banks to

provide domestic loans at a lower rate, since irnposing interest rate ceilings 

can only reduce the overall supply of loans. This can be seen in Figure 8.

^There could be a change in the local market clearing rates due to a 
change in the world rate, or a change in the political risk feelings of the 
banks. In addition, individual banks may have geographical limits to the 
c.redit they grant to one particular area.
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If the economy originally imposes usury law ceilíngs on interest 

rates at level i^, the opportunities presented to banks are given by 

while those banks can meet are given by and the excess demand for loans

(the rationing problem) is given by the distance If local rates are

permitted to rise to the world rate i^, then loan opportunities presented 

to banks are contracted to D^, but all of them are met, D? by domestic sources 

and ^2^3 ^Y foreign funds available at the international interest rate. One 

of the impacts of the 1970 banking law removing virtuaily all interest rate

ceilings then was to release the backlog of feasible lending opportunities.

Similarly, one of the drawbacks of imposing an effective interest rate ceil

ing would be to cut off the foreign financed funds. This would be doubly
*

complicated if the longer run result forced a reduction in the domestic 

deposit rate, sending all the local funds repatriated in the early 1970’s 

back abroad in search of the market interest rate. Consequently, when the

government wanted to reduce the cost of credit to the agricultural and '
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industrial sectors of the economy, in 1974, it was forced to institute a

tax on commerG.ia-1 and consumer loans to subsidize the lower interest rates

to the other sectors.

The use of foreign funds has caused a gradual decline in the market 

sharés of the "oíd" banks. The, six largest prívate plus two official banks 

accounted for 91 percent of the domestic bank credit grahted ln 1968, with

their shares falling to 84 percent in 1971 and to 75 percent at the end

of 1974» Between 1968-IV and 1971-IV, 86 percent of' the 'credit•¿ranted 

resulted from the old'bafTks expanding, 56 percent of the expansión being 

accounted for by four banks (15 percent by Citibank alone). It has not been 

the big new International banks 'expanding credit using their foreign de

posit liabilities, but rather the older banks who have also been using 

liability management^ (except for Banco Nacional which Tías had to depend 

upon growing interbank deposits since it does not have the international

connections other banks have).

The £>ost transition system then benefited from access to internatinal

capital markets which augmented domestic savings and let the expansión of

domestic credit be demand determined. The expansión produced was not the

direct result of new banks but-rather a much more expensive participation 

by all banks in world capital markets. Table 8 and the lower portion of 

Figure 9 demónstrate the importance of foreign liability financed credit

68

It is possible that the competition to retain customers spurred 
the oíd banks on. Previously, due to limlted market slzc, it just did not 
pay to open a branch in Panama, since not even the overhead could be 
covered. It is possible that somewhat of an oligopo1 istic situation de- 
veloped. So long as foreign operations can be used to pay the bilis, how- 
ever, local operations can be profitable. Some of the banks view local 
loans as a necessary expense of doing business in Panama. Such forces 
.have not provided the bulk of credit expansión, however, as the older banks 
became more aggressive. So long as it is foreign financed, such "agressive" 
behavior can persist.
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SHARE OF CREDIT GROWTH ACCOUNTED FOR BY Dt

Average Annual Growth Rates Shares
' • * > Growth in ABC Accounted for by

- ABC D'p Drp Residual

1960-68 12.68 11.05 . 87.1 12.9

1969-74 24.38 19.03 78.1 21.9

1968-72 22.05 19.9-5 90.5 9.5
♦ . . J

1972-74 22.77 1^.25 51.3 48.7

expansión. Table 8 compares' the, aVerage annual growth rate of domestic 

bank credit (A^C) to domestic deposits (D^.). Note that from 1960 to 1968 

and again from 1968 to 1972, the bulk' of the growth in ABC can be accounted 

for by the growth in domestic savings. After 1972, however, the residual, 

that is that finance by foreign funds, is much more important, as can be 

confirmed by .the lower portion of Figure 9 where the larger divergences 

in 1964 and after 1972 between the twó rates indicated the importance of

foreign funds in domestic credit expansión.

The upper portion of Figure 9 traces the behavior of 1’ from equa-

tion (10). The stability of this ratio between 1960 and 1968, except for 

the sharp jump in 1964, made explanations with a credit multiplier useful. 

After 1968, however, the rísing ratio of endogenous liabilities causes 

changes in the multiplier to .offset changes in the base, and makes analysis 

of the flow supply of credit using a multiplier and a base considerably less 

useful, since the base no longer constrained credit expansión. In a similar 

sense, the money multiplier also lost its explanatory power.
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The Supply of Money ín Panama -'

During the transition period when néw banks were moving to Panama

and setting up operations, Panama was- told by the World Bank that the

credit boom could continué only if more .and more foreign banks could be

attracted to.Panama to set up their operations.

The expansión of foreign banking deposits has had a dramatic 
effect on money supply and credit-. A foreign Lime deposit of, one 
dollar may lead to over $8.00 of domestic credit expansión given a 
6% reserve requirement and rel.ending abroad of about 50% at the 
margin. Domestic credit which represente^ only 29% of GDP in, 1968 
rose to 57% in 1972.1 v

In this view, when Panama faces an exogenous inflow of internationl
í5’

reserves, a stable multiplier forces credit to expand since there is no 

mdnetary authority to úonduct sterilization operations. However, the view 

errs in seeing Panama as a closed banking system instead of as a group of

. " 71

commercial banks conducting International banking operations from Panama,

while also lending locally. The booming growth of the banking center was

not the result of attracting volatile short term capital to Panama, but in

base into the country.

, unless diverted, will

The variables which in-

economy are not the

stead, of banks moving th£in^ijnte£na£ion¿^^x^it^n^ 

The flow of International funds moving through Panama

continué through without touching Panama’s economy.

fluence the inflow of foreign funds into the domestic

variables thought to influence speculative capital flows such as the London

price of gold or the deposit rate available on non-resident deposits in

Panama. Instead the inflow depends on the

tunities and the local loan rate, and the c

end 1 ng oppor-

loser is the expect-eJMj^^¿m__t2-

IBRD Report 275, Panama, dated 13 November .1973, p. 39. The quote 
continúes "Even in such an open economy as Panama’s this has caused prices 
to increase relatively sharply as temporary inelasticities of supply of 
certain commodities such as cement and some food, increases in demand fpr 
untradéable Services and generally rising wage rales have taken effect."
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the marginal cosí of funds facing the banks, the less likely a foreign de-
<

poslt movlng~ ifrro Panama will find its way into the domestic economy.

Indeed this is the fallacy of- the rigid multiplier and foreign
• w * •

capital inflow approach. In a closed economy when the reserve require-

ment is 6 percent, the creation.of fifty cents in reserves implies an $8

credit expansión but these additional loans can be made only by bankers

driving down the local interest rate. So long as the rate is fixed in 

foreign'capital markets and given to the ‘loca'l economy, bankerá a^lways

have the cholee of placing the funds abroad at that interest rate. The
, ; c . > . ’ 
logical consequences of the exogenous interest rate are not only a virtually

infinitely elastic supply of funds at the world interest rate, but also an

absolute cut pff of funds at any rate below the world interest rate. So

long as Panama remains integrated into world Capital markets, the inflow

of foreign funds represents no expansionary danger since the funds will all

be placed abroad when the local rate reaches the alternative opportunity 

cost given by the world rate. The ^lowa o^^unds into the local__ecoriomy is 

not an exogenous process forcing banks to expand credit, but rather an

endagenous process based on the demand for credit and the decisión by the

banker to divert the flow into'the internal market. Consequently, focusing

on assets and multipliers misses an important source of expansión.

. . . bank liquidity is a relativo term oven in. a world of exogenous
liabilities. And when endogenous 1. lab Lili ios are Introduced, asset 
liquidity loses much of its crucial importance. Markets for . . . en
dogenous liabilities bear. part of the burilen ol adjustment Lo exogenous 
deposit losses. Conventional mensures of liquidity that focus on the 
share of liquid assets in the total portfolio tend to lose their sig- 
nificance.l

Pierce, "Commercial Bank Liquidity," p. 123, was referring to en
dogenous liabilities in the U.S. domestic money market but for Panama tfre 
statement is even stronger.
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Liquidity and the ability to expand the flow supply of money are as much 

influenced by *the banks’ ability. to acquire endogenous liabilities as by 

the supply of base money. Again the difference arises because only a 

portion of the whole system is’being considered. For the U.S; as a whole, 

the Federal Reserve’s monetary policy restricts the total funds available. 

However, Chicago banks, for example; facetan elasticity of supply of funds

that is not perfectly elastic.

The rate paid by an individual bqnk is an increas,ing func^tion of 
the average rate prevailing. in the market, of the amount of C.D.’s 
that the bank has .ouL-standing, ’ and of the size of • the new issue 
offered by the bank. Banks, 'like other borrowers, do not face per
fectly elastic demand schedule for their liabilities.^

Panama’s position is similar to ,that of, say, Chicago banks in that while

there are no Federal funds or capital markets, there are other international

banks operating in dollars. As Panama becamera regional- banking center,

its access to those dollar funds was vastly improved, so it should not be

surprising to find that endogenous liabilities became a more important

factor after.the center developed.

The more complete integration of the banking system also helped

complete the separation of the domestic stock of money from the stock of

bank credit and, at least on a theoretical level, the separation of banks’

deposit taking activities from the loan granting financial intermediation 

2
activities. In a closed economy, banks are limited In their lending activity 

by the voluiue of resources made available by dcposil. taking. On the supply

1Ibid., p. 121.

2 See Milton Friedman, "A Monetary and Fiscal Framework for Economic 
Stability,” Readlngs ln Monetary Theory, ed. by Friedrich A. Lutz and Lloyd 
W. Mints (Homewood: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1951), p. 372 and Albert G. Hart, 
''The ’Chicago Plan’ of Banking . Re forro," Readlngs ln Monetary Theory, ed. by 
Friedrich A. Lutz and Lloyd W. Wints (Homewood: Richard D. Irwin, inc.;
1951), p. 437.
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side then the connection between the stock of money and the stock of credit

__ ; • 1
is tight. ' However the public wants money to hold and credit to spend so

that on the demand side, at least to a first approximation, the demand for

the stock of money can be considered totally unrelated to the -demand for

the stock of credit.

When foreigners are willing to lend to local borrowers as bankers

divert funds into the local economy, the tight supply connection between

• * • - ’ * » . ithe stock of money and that of ^redit is broken. While they can all on

International dollar markets, banks no longer need rely on the deposit

taking side of their activities for funds. Instead they could utilize en-

dogenous foreign liabilities. It is not surprising to find a break in the

parallel growth of money and credit, once easy access to world dollar markets 

• r v,v '•<
is established.

Figure 10 measures the behavior of the stocks of domestic bank de

posits and bank money over time, on an annual basis until 1966-III, then on 

a quarterly basis. Panama’s banking system has relied upon foreign financipg 

of local credit expansión for a long périod of time so that the stock of

domestic bank credit was above the money stock throughout the périod. In

1964 the run on the local banking system (including a drawing down of pri- 

vately held foreign deposits) was counteracted by an endogenous inflow of

deposits from foreign banks which enabled adjusted bank. credit to expand at

an annual rate of 15 percent. Exccpt Cor that year, until 1970 the two

stocks moved in a parallel fashion. But after 1970, when integration was be-

coming more complete, the two stocks begin to diverge, doing so sharply

^Except in Panama. As mentioned above on p. 45, some loans are
granted to be held as time deposits due to the speciai tax treatment of,in
terest payments and receipts. /
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sometime in 1973. Clearly by then, a major portion of the banking system 

could be chataCjt.exized as acting like the branch offices of a large bank.

The banks are interested in local deposit taking activity, however loan
A *

operations were not restricted to the supply of local savings.

- Of course the process of granting loans increases the flow supply

of bank deposits. At the instant the loan-is granted the'flow supply of 

credit is identified with the flow supply of new bank money being .created.

However,,in keeping with the precepts of the monetary approach,.t-h<e balance

of payments serves as the«*t?quilibrating mechanism wheréby the flow supply 

of money generated is made equal to that demandetí. Recalling the definition 

of the domestic money shpply as intefnational reserves fofces the entire

balance of payments to be considered when defining the adjustment mechanism.

Though the credit process focuses on the capital account', the money supply 

process must also consider the current account (CA), through which may leak 

money but not credit. Since the I’ - S’ modified savings gap is an ex-post 

rather than an ex-ante concept, all adjustment of money supply to money de

mand occurring through the capital account is already accounted for and the 

ex-post figure is what remains to be cleared up by the current account or 

else it will increase the domestic money supply.'*' The behavior of the money 

supply through time is thus determined by equation

dR"dhf
dt = I’ - S* + CA .(15) dt

The flow supply of

credit (I’), a part

money is instantaneously determined by the demand for 

of which is supplied by domestic savers S’ and the

^See above, p. 10. It is possible that tbe excess money that does 
not escape through the balance of payments can create inflationary pressure. 
Súe below, Chap. V.
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residual by foreign credit inflows of I’ -S’. The money market equilibrates 

through the -cutréht account (CA) ; though in a certaJn sense it also uses

the capital account.‘

Bank Reserves and Multipliers

Once the domestic banking sy-stem has become full.y integrated into
“ , 7

the world dollar markets, the concept-of a multiplier and a monetary base

becomes somewhat fuzzy. Though prior to 1970, there were no Controls on 

the global amount, in some^sense the level of reserves, available could be 

said to have been exogenously given to Lhe economy by the balance of pay

ments. Greater access^to international capital markets, Jiowever, reduces 

the need to rely on liquid assets to meet unexpected demands since liquid

assets can always be obtained by borrowing in the capital market. As always

there is no clear cut situation but rather implications to be drawn from

the extremes. Clearly not all banks have open-ended access to the capital

markets; on the other hand, neither are all limited in their lending capacity

by their ability to attract domestic deposits.

Both proxies for bank reserves (see Figure 11) show a downward trend

in the deposit to reserve ratio through 1971. Thereafter the growth of 

Wholesale banking passing on deposits to other banks (see p. 79) along with 

the dual role of deposits makes the ratio of currency plus deposits in 

foreign banks difficult to read. The general, rising trend of interest rates 

during this period making thq holding of liquid reserves more expensl.ve

contributes to the downward trend in the reserve ratio. Banks need no longer

' ^Economic agents holding money in greater amounts than desired can 
also place thein in time and savings accounts increasing S’, and reducing 
tibe inflow of foreign funds needed to meet the demand for local bank credit.
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maintain- a pool of liquid assets'to meet their custorners’ unexpected

needs but instead can expect tó.be able to buy funds in the international

markets to support credit expansión.- Those banks with more limited access

to international markets can make use o.f the international connections of

other local banks. Tn 1972 to late 1973 when the Colombian banks in

Panama were heavily financing the local qonstruction boom, they experienced

an unexpected loss of deposits.Instead of contracting credit they

financed an even larger expansión by borjrowing on the local interbank market.
V

Even though they were^nojt—plugged ’into world markets, they were able to ob-

tain indirect access through other banks who wele integrated.

During the tran-sition périod, the size of this interbank market was

underestimated by available statistics since legal reserve requirements

were levied against local interbank deposits until 1974. The large banks

made domestic interbank transactions through Bahamas post office banks to

avoid the reserve requirements. They deposited funds there and the Bahamas

bank redepos,ited the funds in the local bank seeking the- loan. In 1974 this 

manuevering was made unnecessary by a revisión of the reserve requirements

to allow local interbank transactions to be free of reserve requirements. The

availability of such opportunities even to banks without direct access to

the Eurodollar market undoubtedly contributed to a reduction in the desired

level of bank reserves to a bare ininimum. The ratios of domestic demand to

total domestic deposits is also presented In Figure 11. Though the ratio 

moved well with the vault c¿ish proxy for bank reserves in the mid-1960’s,

Slost probably these were Colombinas avouüng the currency Controls 
of Bogotá by mainta.ini.ng a Panamanian address so that their deposits were 
recorded as resident deposits. As the Bogotá morlgnge banks began offering 
24-30 percent on deposits, some funds were probably repatriated to Colombia 
from Panama.
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the ratios diverge after 1971, possibly an índication of the banking

systems conf-idence in its ability to borrow to meet liquidity problems.

By the same token though, the ratio of foreign deposits to domestic de-

pósits was previously useful in explaining the divergent behavior of the 

two p"roxies;'it is much less so.now.

Consequently, the stable behavior‘of the ratio of vault cash to

domestic deposits most likely represents the desire for a certain level of 

"working cash” by the banks, rather than being the result of the many new 

banks needing vault cash as the banking boom takes hold. The vault cash
y

relation reflects the oíd banks maintaining their market share of domestic

deposits, and the risezin their working cash requirements as their domestic

deposits increase. On the other hand, over a third of the vault cash is

held by Banco Nacional, a bank not necessarily facing the elastic supply of

bank reserves.

The point to be made is that though reserves are not entirely im-

material they* do need a different interpretation in the post transition 

period because some banks have access to reserves in very elastic supply

from outside the system while others do not. Though a generalized drain on

the banking system such as that' experienced in 1964 would not be a trivial

matter to a number of banks, the system would not be totally destroyed be- 

cause the rest of the world stands available as a lender. of last resórt.^

As was seen in the case of the Colombian banks, not all banks need have
• -

direct access to the international market for funds so long as a few or-even 

one does, and so long as the criteria for "bankable" projeets are common to

■^So long as it is not the individual bank’s solveney but rather the 
system’s solveney that ís the qúestion, foreign depositors would be willing 
to hold dollar claims on the First National City Bank even though its, 
branch office is in Panama.
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most all‘banks. In that case the' long run characteristics of the system

are such as that the system is not limited 'by international reserves. Once

this behavior is a cióse approximatiop to the situation, the money multi

plier and base approach may be'useful for description but not for analysis.

In the post transition period then the monetary process can be better

explained by assuming demand determinad cpedit supplied by funds provided

by domestic savers and the residual by foreign borrowers. The domestic

money supply then can best be visualized 4by focusing on the wholej. of the
V

balance of payments and ^ssuming that the domestic money supply is composed

entirely of international reserves. In that caé'e the flow supply of money

created when loans are. granted i£ equated to that demanded by the current

account and by increased savings reducing the amount of foreign funds brought

into the economy to meet the demand for loans.,, 9,Ih the ,^bsence of any

exogenous behavior, the whole monetary process becom.es endogenous, as the

mechanism is settled on top of the real factors in the balance of payments.

becom.es


PART II
.r v.v ‘ '

PANAMA AND WORLD INFLATION

r



INTRODUGTÍON

Having set the stage with the monetary framework in Part I, Part II 

will take a closer look at Panama's inflationary experlence between 1966

and 1974. The basic framework will be the manner in which a srnall country

adapts to world inflation. Chapter IV describes the order of magnitude of
. * 1 - < ♦ T • >

Panama's inflation and presentsvsome indicators of Lhe size of the world 

inflation confronting it. The law of one price^that is that Panama's 

prices move with world prices, is examined at several levels of aggregation.

Since it will be later argued that the nature of the transmission to Panama

is such that perfect correspondence of changes in price indexes is not ex-

pected, a considerable amount of time will be spent looking at the timing

and composition of changes in the price level. This is necessary to ensure

that changes in relative prices and different weighting schemes are not re-
• * ‘

sponsible for.differences in rates of inflation. Once evidence is developed

that Panama's inflation is related to external forces, Chapter V proposes

candidates for the international mechanisms of transmission and presents

evidence on their relative importance at different points in time. Since

evidence also indicates that Panama’s adjustment to world inflation took 

time, Chapter V al.so examines the barriers that might delay the arrival of 

world inflation. Finally, Chapter VI discusses the room of autonomy. The 

room for the influence of government debt management policy, and some pre- 

liminary evidence on the response of Panama's monetary system to the shock

of the oil crisis are considered.
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CHAPTER IV

MEASURING INFLATION

For all intents and purposes, Panada has enjoyad a comparatively

inflation-free history until recent times. This is especially so when com

pared to her Latin American trading partnqrs where • sustairved rape% of 20

to 30 percent are not unua-ual. Indeed, even as late as mid-1968 the eco- 

'nomic bulletin of Banco Nacional spoke in glowing terms-of Panama’s price 

stability. However, at? about that time, Panama’s price iRdices began to 

rise at a non-negligible rate. The early 1970’s spurt of inflation was 

especially alarming to Panamanians since their-price stability had not been

gradually eroded as in the United States. Though the U.S. rate of inflation 

first rose above 2 percent after 1965, Panama’s price Índex was suddenly

wrenched upward at some 6 percent and early grumblings about price rises 

quickly turned into a freeze on all prices in late 1972. This was soon

modified to allow some prices to rise when it could be shown that costs were

rising. In early 1973 cattle and beef prices were frozen at half the export 

price and an export embargo was imposed. Then in October 1973 rental rates 

of housing were rolled back to their December 1972 level. This provisión

too was later modified to freeze only rental rates on low income housing.

In late 1973 a national wage-price commission was created and legislation 

approved in March 1974 decreed a wage incrcase averaging 12 percent^- for all

^The actual increase depended on saíary level as the law was intended 
t«o be a correction for inflation and a method of income redistribution.
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sectors of the economy, including those covered by collective bargaining

contracts and- min-imum wage legislation. The increase was designed to re

store the purchasing power of workers’ wages eroded by inflation in ex-
* M •

change for an easing of the price freeze'to allow price rises due to cost

increíses to move through the government bureaucratic procedures relatively

quickly. By late 1974, early 1975, though-quarterly bulletins on inflation

were still being sent to the ca.binet, recession had replaced inflation as

the chief economic worry as the rate of lacrease abated very rapidly.

Though inflation TM popular terms has come to mean rising prices,

measuring it this way makes it more difficu.lt to- distinguish real from 

monetary disturbances." '’Infíatlon i's most conveniently dhfined as a 

sustained rising trend in the general price level, or, what is virtuaily

the same thing, a rate of expansión of money income grenter than the growth 

of real output."^ Figure 12 shows the two rates moving through time with 

the shaded area, the difference between the rate of expansión of current

dollar gross ‘domestic product and constant dollar GDP, as' the measure of in

flation. Though some traces of price increases are evident between 1960

and 1968, the sustained differential appears sometime during 1968 and de

velops into a recognizable forcé in late 1970 to 1971.

Measuring inflation by the implicit GDP deflators has the advantage

of picking up the broad price changes in the economy. National income ac

counts are available only on an annual basis, however, and the deflators

are affccted not only by price changes, but also by changes in the weights

since constant dollar measuremenbs of sectorial output are used to deflate

Harry G. Johnson, Furtber Essays in Monetary Economies (Cambridge: 
Hcrvard University Press, 1973)", p. 325.

difficu.lt
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current dollar figures. In addi-tion the nacional income accounting treat-

ment of government causes increáses in some wage rates to be reflected as 

price rises.1 Instead, price indexes.usually serve as measures of infla- 

tion since not only are their weights fixed but they are available quarterly

in Panama. The two indexes are the Wholesale price Índex and the consumer

price Index. The former ineludes only conunodities and often uses list as

opposed to transaction price, thus missing price changes in Services and those

occurring when discounts or penalties are, attached to list prices* The con-
V

sumer price Índex comes elosest to’measuring transaction prices, but its 

■« coverage is limited to the expenditure patterns^of low and middle income

i
families in Panama City *in 1961,,which may or may not aco-urately reflect the 

economy’s aggregate expenditure pattern. In addition, rather than merely 

treating the price of governmental output incorrectly, as the implicit de-

flators do, the consumer price indexes inelude virtually no measure of the

price of government Services.

An acfditional problem with price indices arises due to relative price

changes. Since the objective is to ihvestigate the problems of adjusting to

world inflation, a monetary disturbance, the process is fraraed in terms of 

the homogeneity postúlate. Markets disturbed by inflation return to equilib

rium real price reíationships as inflation involves no relative price changes.

However, relative price changes have been taking place not by a rise in some

prices and a fall in others to leave the overall Índex unchanged, but rather

by some prices rising faster than others. A rising price Índex then does

^These problems are common to aLl national income deflators. Panama's 
Índex contains large errors of measurement because it is a mixture of real 
quantities inflated and nominal quantities deflated. Too often the Índex used 
i*s the consumer price Índex, so' the estimate is not independent.



TABLE 9

GROWTH IN COMPONENTS OF THE WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX t <

Percentage Changes at Annual Average Rates during the Period
1966-1 to 1970-III to 1973-III to 1966-1 to
1970-III ' 1973-III 1974-IV 1974-IV*

Total 1.70 8.18 24.05

. \

6.78

By Sector !

Imports (including fueís) 1.87 7.97 } 28.73 7.40
•

Industrial 1.23 9.17 18.84 6.19

Agriculture 2.44 6.37 * ' 23.33
•

’ “ ’ 6.49 7.

By Commodity •

Food 1.99 9.94 19.20 .. 6.84

Manufacturad Items 1.38 6.07 23.99 5.96

Transport equipment & Machinery 2.61 10.84 19.85 7.49

Beverages and Tobacco 1.10 4.66 19.63 4.80

Chemicals 1.15 4.69 2S.93 6.08

Fuels .07 .9.09 58.49 10.65

Others 3701 5.85 ’ 26.15 ' ' . 6.97

Source: Price bulletins of Controller General and Guidebook to Price Indexes.
-
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not necesparily signal a puré monetary disturbante, a fact which becomes 

important in analyzing Panama’s. inflation relative to world inflation.

Relative price changes also complícate the inflation me'asurement

problem due to varying speeds oí-adjustment. Though the homogeneity postú

late predicts that all nominal variables, when subjected to a monetary

disturbance, will not reach equilibrium until relative price relations are

restored, it does not place any time limit on the adjustment period. Thus

different sectors of the economy will perceive and adjust to the disturbance 
t . ♦ » • 1

at different points in time and will move toward equilibrium at varying

speeds. There is no assurance then that observíng the components of a price 

Índex on a quarterly basis will find, all relative price relations undisturbed 

even if an initial shock was a monetary disturbance

The first task then is to insure that the -rising price Índex does• t* v,v ' -

indeed fit the criteria of a generalized inflation. Table 10 presents the

behavior of the Wholesale price Índex as a measure of whether the increases

TABLE 10

GROWTH IN SUB-SECTORS OF CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

Percentage Changes at Annual Average Rates During 
« the Period

1960
to

1966-1

1966-1
to

1970-111

197O-III
to

1973-III

1973- III
to

1974- IV

1966-1
to

1974-IV

Total .57 1.83 4.81 14.75 4.56

Food and Beverages .78 2.32 5.73 19.91 5.78

Housing .25 .77 3.00 8.86 2.63

Apparel .62 .59 3.69 8.77 2.75

Miscellaneous .54 2.30 5.04 12.07. 4.51
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in the price Índex are broadly based. Panama’s inflationary experience

was divided intcu-fehree sub-periods, the first 1966-1 to 1970-III, a period

of low level price rises, while 1970-ITI to 1973-171 saw prices climb more 
* >

rapidly. The third period begins with 1973-IV to confine the effects of

the oil price rise into one measurement period. The Panamanian Índex is

divided into nine commodity categories for-the import and • industrial sector

and those for the agricultural sector. These weré comblned (see Appendix D 

for methodology) to present an overall measure by commodity types r(thus the

food sector contains both''Tfnported and local industrial sector Ítems). In 

addition fuels were considered an imported as opposed to* a locally produced 

Ítem since there is only one refirrery'providing the overwhélming bulk of fuel 

locally consumad. As can be seen in the last column, all three sectors’ 

prices rose remarkably cióse together during the period'-as did the com

modities, the former having a mean of 6.69 percent and a standard deviation

of .26 percent, while the commodities mean without fuels is 6.35 percent and

a standard deviation of .86 percent. With oil price effects included, the

mean is 6.97 percent but the standard deviation is 3.39 percent. Over the

three periods, however, movements are more widely dispersed, with industry

lagging agriculture in the first period, leading it in the second, then

lagging imports in the third period. A similar lagging, leading relation can

be observed in the commodity groupings, especially with Chemicals and fuels.

Over the entire period, however, the general price rise dominatcs the relativo

price change at least as measured by the Wholesale price Índex.

The information conveyed by the aggregate sub-categories of 'the con

sumer-price Index in Table 10 is not so clear; as the average growth rates of 

the four sub-categories have a mean of 3.92, but a standard deviation of 2.28.



Though there is a clear upward shift in each successive period, the indi

vidual categories cannot be said to be moving together as housing^ and 

apparel lag well behind food and miscellaneous. This does not.appear to 

be merely sluggish adjustment as the early lags are not followed by over- 

shooting in later periods. Thus»relativo price changes are taking place. 

Comparing Tables 11 and 12, through 197O-III, the two indexes moved together. 

Though all prices rose more rapidly in the second and third periods, those at

the Wholesale level clearly outdist,anced the price changes at the retail level 
.4 . - * > . 1-

during these two periods. Thou-gh not quite as marked, the same behavior 

can be found in the corresponding U.S. price indexes, and this will form part 

of the explanation of the transmission process in the next chapter. For 

now, however, it is not'incorrect to characterize 1966-1974 as a generalized 

inflation even though the price indexes do not show all prices rising at the
p-‘ «¿y 'y

same rate over the period.

The monetary approach to the balance of payments emphasizes the global

character of inflation.

Within a nation the dif ferent ’regions gener.ally experience more or 
less the same rate of inflation as a consequence of the common currency 
in conjunction with the freedom of movements of goods, capital and labor 
among them . . . and it should be noted this occurs in spite of substan-,
tial differences in unemployment percentages among the regions. The 
assumptions that nations . ., . still have signiflcant independence with
respect to both the causation and the remedífication of inflation depends 
heavily on the assumption that the barriers lo freedom of international 
movements of goods, labor, and capital, including money itself, are both 
high enough and variable enough by national economic polici.es to provide 
the requisite insulation for national economías against the impact of 
general lnfliuuie.es emanating from the. world economy. in the short run 
the existence. of barriers provides some insulation . . . in the longer
run, variability of barribrs is necessary since the limits of insulation 
provided by given barriers will be exhausted.

91

The sluggish housing behavior may be, to some extent, the fai.lure of 
the Índex to capture the true transaction price, since Lhe rent freeze of 
October 1973 carne despite only modérate rises in the rent Índex.

2 /Johnson, Further Essays in flonetary Econom1 es, p. 331.

polici.es
lnfliuuie.es
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It is the‘role of countries as price takers in world markets which causes 

changes in. the j^ejative prices of; non-traded goods to be a transitory part of

the mechanism restoring raonetary equilibrium. It is the same law of one

price for traded goods which causes wages in the individual country to ad

just tro comparativo efficiency levels of wages in the world since domestic

wages adjust across sectors to maintain real wages ln the- face of world in

flation and while employers obtain world prices fór their commodities, em-

ployees $re rational enough to align wage«increases with t>he incroased mar- 

ginal valué product.^ '-In^he short run dynamics, however, there is market 

adjustment instead of market clearing in the stock marke-ts for assets. Though

flow equilibrium exists',’stotk adjustments take time. In-addition, various

real sector influences due to fluctuations in income and employment levels,

differing rates of productivity increáse in the-traded and non-traded sectors

which delays the transmission of inflation from tradeables to non-tradeables,

or expectations that differ across national boundaries as economic agents

are temporari»ly fooled or overcompensate, all can cause rates of inflation

to temporarily diverge.

Figure 13 presents evidence for concurrent inflation using the U.S.

2
price indexes as the measures of world inflation. When the two consumer

price indexes are compared, Panama is able to maintain a lower rate of infla

tion through 1971 except for the brief upward surge during the 1964 Canal Zone 

riots. However, after 1971-IV, Panama’s consumer price Index overcompensates

until the two rates of changé once again coincide in the first quarter of 1975 

A comparison of the Wholesale price indexes also shows Panama lagging from

^Nobay, ''International Aspects of the Economics of Inflation," p. 23.

2
Since the Wholesale price Índex for Panama has been collected ohly 

since 1966 its rale of change begins in the first quarter of 1967.
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TABLE 11

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX WITH U.S. AND PANAMA WEIGHTS

Index Weights
Points Contributed toward Total Index during Périod

1963-
U.S.
wts.

1966 I 
Pan.
wts.

1966 1-1970 III 1970 III-1973 III 1973 III-1974 IV 1966* I-
U. S».
wts.

1974 IV 
Pan.
wts.

U.S. Pan. U.S.
wts.

Pan.
wts.

U.S.
wts.

Pan.
wts.

U.S.
wts.

Pan.
wts.

Totals 100.0 100.0 2.320 2.848 6.707 8.814 16.34? 15/372 17.855 20.768 46.260 51.481

Food 25.1 *47.4 .857 1.753 2.827 5.046 4.327 8/406 6.386 13.552 15.614 31.874

Housing 33.£ 21.8 .706 .419 1.396 .862 3.209 2.064 3.198 2.551 8.131 . 5.771

Apparel & Upkeep 10.6 7.6 .189 .124 .276 .188 1.251 .934 1.206•
.'883' 3.026 2.179

Transportation 13.9 4.7 -.083 -.028 .097 .033 2.88? .978 4.872 • 1.650 8.939 3.027

Miscellaneous 17.2 18.5 .651 .580 2.111 2.685 4.673 .2.990 2.193 2.132 10.550 8.630

Medical Care 5.7 1.7 .285 .085 .404 .121 3.266 .974* .855' .255 5.347 1.595

Personal Care 2.7 2.5 .049 .045 .443 .403 .451 .410. .478 .435 1.614' l;467

Entertainnent 5.9 10.6 .065 .117 .279 .498 .891 -V-1.590 .594 1.060 1.931 3.445

Others 2.9 3.7 .252 .333 .985 1.663 .065 ' .016 .266 .382 1.658 2.123

/ v
Sources: BLS Handbook of Methods. • ’ . ' •

Controleria General de la República, Estadística Panameña Indice de Precios, various years.

*
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1968 through 1970-III and again. through the first three quarters of 1973.

The overcompensaxion during 1974 is clearly evident as the twelve month

rate of change for the first and second quarter goes above 30 percent. The 
• » •

aggregate evidence, then indicates a comnton trend, however a significant 

lag deVeloped during the early period, which was overconipensated for during

the latter part of the period.

Cross country comparisons of price Index movements are made difficult

by each country employment its own expendhture- pattern as weights- 4.n the

Índex. If all prices rhse^ñt the same rate, then different weighting patterns

- ' S
would cause no probiem. However, even if arbitrage keep£ prices of the same 

Ítems moving together in both” countries, different weightfng schemes would 

show different rates of inflation fcr aggregated indexes if relative price

changes occurr^d across sectors. In other words, if arbitrage keeps the

price of food the same in both areas, and the price of clothes the same in both

areas, but the relative price of clothes and food changes, then different

weighting schemes could cause the aggregate indexes to show different infla

tion rates over the period. Since Tab’le 11 presented evidence for relative

price changes in Panama, so the influence of the different weighting schemes

must be investigated.

Fortunately, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics offered technical

aid in the formulation of Panama's price indexes so that the categories for

the two indexes are not widely dissimLlar, only the weighting schemes. Table 1

presents the Panamanian consumer price índex broken down into the U.S. sub-

groups. The weights of the subgroups are shown in column one for the U.S. and

Panama respectively. The total contribution of each Item toward the overall 

Índex is the weight times the change in the item's price Index over the period. 

Total contributions were calculated on an Item by Item basis (see Appendix D



TABLE 12

WHOLESALE PRICE INDEX WITH U.S. AND PANAMA WEIGHTS

Index Weights
‘Pb’ints Contributed toward Total Index during the Period h--------------

1966 1-1970 III 1970 III-1973 III 1973 III-1974 I 1966 I-
U.S.
wts.

-1^74 IV 
Pan.
wts.

U.S.
wts.

Pan. 
wys.

U.S.
wts.

Pan.
wts.

U.S.
wts.

Pan.
wts.

U.S.
wts.

Pan.
wts.

Total 100.0 100.0 8.431 8.366 27.796 27.833 ^38.191 36.275 90.852 88.227

Food 24.2 37.9 2.396 3,752 8.494 13.303 6.607
z

10.347 21.514 33.693

Manufactured Items 37.2 28.1 2.492 1.883 7.440 '.5.620 13.13.2 9.919 27.268 20.597

Transport Equipment 
and Machinery 19.9 11.3 2.627 1.492 7.721 4.384 5.632 3.198 20.218 11.481

Beverages and 
tobáceo 3.0 7.7 .159 .408 .450 1.155 .*840 2.156 1.653 4.'243

Chemicals 5.7 6.0 .319 .336 .866
»*

.9129 2.514 2.646 4.292 4.518

Fuels 7.3 5.9 .022 .018 2.307 1.864
V

8.410 6.797 13.439 10.862

Others 2.7 3.1 .416 ' .477 .518 ’ .595 1.056 1.‘212 ■ 2.468 2.833
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for detall*) but only the principie subgroup totals are presented here.

Colums 2 through 6 present the cóntribution in points toward the total In

dex when both U.S. and Panamanian weights are used. For example, when U.S. 

weights are used instead of the Panamanian ones, the Índex rose only 46.3 

po I n I H-I ns l c<id-O f 51.5 over the period 1966-T to 1974-(V. The total line 

shows then that it makes little différence ..to change the weights, for

despite widely different weights, the growth in the indexes is virtually

the same. ... ♦ , .

The heaviest contributor is the food sector not only because its weights

are largest but also because its price increases>were the greatest during the

period. Housing has a higher' weight'in the U.S. but its s'lowly rising

prices keeps the contribution small. The sharp rises in medical care costs

in the third period and transportation in the last are weighted substantially

differently with the greater impact falling on the U.S. índex. As in housing, 

apparel prices rise too little to contribute much to the Índex no matter which

weights are used.

The broad based rise in food prices is especially evident since 

despite widely different individual item weights within the category,^ the 

overall contributions for the sub-category are roughly the same ratio as

the overall weights. The same phenomenon occurs in housing. In the U.S.-

over half the expenditure on housing is for rent while in Panama it i? only

one-third. Never the less, the contributions for the whole .sector also show

roughly the same relation as the weights of the overall sub-sectors in the

índex. - ‘ .

, In atteinpting to investígate the influence of different weighting

Sleat and grain account for 43 percent of the food sector with 
Panama weights, 30 percent for U.S. weights.
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schemes on:the Wholesale price Index, the próbleins cncountered are some

what different. The concept of-consumer expenditures across countreis

is somewhat similar despite quality differences in the two market baskets.

The economy's structures, however, make Wholesale markets quite different.

Most of the Wholesale markets in the U.S., a developed economy’with a broad

industrial base, do not exist ln Panama, a developing Service oriented

economy. Panama’s need is for finished goods so the Wholesale markets are

classified to be compatible with United Nations International trade statistics. 

It is thus impractical to^put the Panamanian Ítems Into the U.S. classification 

with U.S. weights. Instead Panama’s broad commo.dity categories were used and 

the U.S. subcategorlesfit into the Panamanian classification, then the weights

summed. Instead of individual Items weighted and sumrned, the broad community

categories were given the two weights- and the only difference in the contri-

butions arises from the weights of the broad commodity groups. Even this

caused no great differences as the first three categories comprise 81 percent

of the U.S. weights and 77 percent of the Panamanian weights. Given the re-

sults of Table 9 where the Índex was fehown to contain evidence of a broadly

based general price inflation, it is not surprising to find that changing the

weights makes little difference. Indeed, the largest difference of two

points (5 percent) arised during the third period when the heavier weight

given fuels and manufacturad Ítems coupled with the relative decline of food

prices causes the U.S. weighted Índex to climb slightly faster. Over the 

whole period then the weight^differences cause a divergent rise in the Índex 

of some 2-1/2 points out of 90.

The differences in the weighting schemes thus does little to account

for the differences in the behavior of the consumer and Wholesale price indexes

as between the U.S. and Panama. Table 1.3 suinmar i zes this Information and
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TABLE 13 í\

GROWTH IN PRI'CE INDEXES OF THE U.S. AND PANAMA U i

Percentage Changes at Annual Average Rates during
--------------------
the Period

1960 to 1966-1 to 1970-III to 1973-III to 1966-1 to
1966-1 1970-III 1973-III / 1974-IV 1974-IV

U.S.
Consumer Price Index 1.15 4.17 4.62 11.07 5.19

Panama -
•

’ ■ ’' '

CPI w/Panama wts. .57 1.83 4>81 14.75 . 4.56

Panama
CPI w/U.S. wts. .37 1.23 5.21 ‘ 13.11, 4.41

U.S. *
*

Wholesale Price Index — 2.33 7.61 16.46 5.93

Panama
WPI w/Panama wts. — 1.70 8.18 v 24.05 6.78

Panama
WPI w/U.S. wts. — 1.70 8.13 25.65 . . 6.97
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compares the different measure of inflation by average annual growth rates

during the three^sub-periods and over the whole périod. No matter whether

U.S. or Panama weights are used, the lagging rates of inflation in Panama
I *

behind those in the U.S. are clearly evident between 1960 and 197O-III,

though much more so in the consumer price Index than in the Wholesale price

Index. Between 1970-III and 1973-111, the. measured rates- of inflation in

the two countries move on a more parallel basis, though reference to

Figure 11 shows that the parallel average, movement was achieved, by. a process
V

of lagging then oversheotirrg. The final five quarters of the périod find

Panama out in front to the U.S., though much moré so when the Wholesale 

price Índex is used. The final column shows that this last périod over-

compensation was not quite sufficient to allow the consumer price Índex to

catch up while- the Wholesale indexes are now out in front to the U.S. rate

for the entire périod. Finally, no matter which weights are used, both in

Panama and in the U.S., the Wholesale price Índex lags behind the consumer

price Índex until 197O-III. After 1970, however, the Index measuring price

changes in commodities leads the measuring growth in prices of goods and

Services from 1970 through 1974. That this phenomenon is invariant to

changes in the weighting schemes will be important later on in explaining 

why Panama's price indexes did not rise as fast as the U.S. rates.

The final indications of whether Panama's prices move with world 

prices are contained in Figures 14 through 36. These figures compare 

graphically the moveinents of’various sub-indexes of the Wholesale price

markets for Panama and the U.S. As mentioned above, Panama has a lot fewer

goods sold in Wholesale markets so individual Ítems ln the Panamanian Index 

were compared to the closest Ítems available in the U.S. Índex. Once again
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